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Rector
Peru and China could hardly be further
apart, yet each offered a potentially lifechanging experience this summer to the
pupils who took part in the respective
trips. We hope you enjoy reading about
their adventures.
Equally life-changing is the opportunity
provided by a Bonnyman Scholarship
for post-graduate study at the elite
universities in the USA. Fraser Grier reports back on his year at
New York University (page 14).
I think that most people know that Harry Potter is a former pupil
of Jordanhill School (Dux in 1972), but did you know that Katie
Morag is a current pupil. Congratulations to Cherry Campbell
(now P7) on her Peabody Award (page 9).
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China 2016
This summer, eight pupils travelled to China to participate in the
Chinese Bridge Summer Immersion Course at Tianjin Foreign
Studies University. Some of our experiences are shared below.
From the 10th – 27th July, my classmates and I embarked on a
fantastic experience where we spent 17 days becoming truly
immersed in the Chinese culture.
One important aspect of our journey was our daily visits to Tianjin
Foreign Studies University during our time in the city of Tianjin.
We took part in an hour of Mandarin each day where we learned
useful vocabulary to help us throughout our visit. We also had the
opportunity to try different Chinese cultural activities like opera
mask painting, calligraphy, paper cutting, bronze ware making and
many more exciting activities. These allowed us to have a deeper insight and understanding of the culture
of China and the traditions of the country.
At the end of our time in the city of Tianjin before moving on to Beijing, we all took part in a Mandarin test
which we had prepared for throughout our time spent in the university. Despite our worries about having
to sit a test during our summer holidays (!) we all succeeded and went on to enjoy our last week in the city
of Beijing before returning back to Scotland.
Without a doubt, I can say that China was an unforgettable experience that I will always remember and look
back on fondly. I’m just so glad, looking back, that I decided to apply as it allowed me to enjoy 17 amazing
days in China with a great group of people, learning and seeing amazing things.
Cairney McGoldrick, 6Mo

Weishanlu High School
We spent a morning at our partner school in Tianjin. I was truly so excited for the day ahead. We all woke
up early and made ourselves look better than normal! Breakfast was the same as ever and after that the
Jordanhill hub gathered and waited for our transport to the school. Rosie and I were in a car along with one
of the school biology teachers and the head teacher. We tried our best to use our recently taught Mandarin
skills and after about eight tries they understood that I was saying ‘its lovely to meet you’.
Once we arrived at the school they presented us with a welcome
banner. We were guided into a conference room and introduced
to some of the teachers and pupils who were learning English. This
was also when we were offered a bowl of fruit which included the
best dragon fruit I’ve ever tasted. As part of the learning experience
we visited the school’s museum – a rare treat for the school’s own
pupils. We got to know the pupils a bit better whilst moulding clay
in Art, which they were great at but Alison and I not so much.
When lunch time came they took us to a noodle bar where we
were given crazy amounts of food, I was full before my main course
even came. You’re always meant to leave some food, but I think I
was taking it to the extremes. After lunch we went on to meet the
families we would be spending the rest of the day with.
Cara Flynn, 6Sm
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Family Visits
In Tianjin we went on a visit to our ‘host families’. These are the families of students in our partner school.
Michael, the boy Cara, Ms Trevena and I spent the day with, has been studying English since he was 5, and
spoke it at such a level of fluency and ease that he was able to instantly translate from Mandarin to English
and vice versa.
We all got on extremely well with him and his parents and spent time talking about the differences between
our lives and cultures as well as their views on Scotland. They talked about how they thought Scotland
was beautiful and would love to visit and experience the culture themselves. Michael and his family were
very welcoming and took us for an evening exploration of Tianjin’s Hai River. We saw the stunning lights
of the Tianjin eye, which is much like the London eye but it is built on a bridge, so it appears to be on top
of the water.
The visit was an amazing way to experience Chinese culture in a real and personal way, and for me it was
one of the highlights of the trip.
Rosie Hill, 6Mo

Tianjin Food Street
While we were in Tianjin we visited lots of places including the food
street. As soon as we walked in we were overwhelmed by the vast
amount of weird foods that were on offer! There were sweet food
ranging from chocolate pastries to the famous Tianjin biscuit (which
I took home with me). The people at the market didn’t speak any
English but they still managed to impress us by making different
shapes out of caramel and somehow persuaded us to buy all of the
food from their shops! One of my favourite memories from the food
street was when we all thought we would try the ice cream that was
purple not realizing that it was actually mashed potato flavour which
was disgusting! Seeing all of the different foods was very interesting
and funny to compare it to the foods that we eat at home.
Kirsty MacDonald
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Beijing
Most sports fans dream of going to an Olympic stadium in their lifetime
in order to see the running track that greats such as Usain Bolt, Mo Farah
and Jessica Ennis-Hill have competed on. I finally got that opportunity
during our trip to China to study Mandarin and visit the great landmarks
of Northern China.
On the first day in Beijing, after 10 days in Tianjin studying Mandarin, I
finally set my eyes upon the running track inside the Beijing National
Olympic Stadium.
As a sports fan this was a special moment for me because I knew from
watching the 2008 Olympic Games that Usain Bolt had broken the
100m world record on this very track. While inside that stadium my
main ambition was to get onto the track for a photo.
This proved a challenge, as there were two Chinese security men
ensuring that people like me didn’t jump the barrier. After six unsuccessful
attempts I was about to give up, but I felt I would regret not doing it so
while both security guards were looking away I achieved my goal and got
the photo that I dreamed of: me standing on a starting line of the 100m.
After this risky move, I adopted the phrase “Do it for the Pic”, which is in normal English “Do it for the
picture”.This phrase soon became common among the group and soon after became one of the mottos of
the experience due to its common use on other landmarks such as the Great Wall of China.This experience
was truly amazing and I won’t be forgetting it in a hurry.
Sam Cooke, 6Mo

Peru 2016

Approximately 15 months of preparation, thousands
of pounds raised and dozens of rucksacks packed…
departure day had arrived!

to a quaint little hostel in the Miraflores region in the
capital of Peru. Ravenous after a day’s travelling, the
team rushed out to try a classic Peruvian delicacy
in the form of a Papa John’s pizza which went down
After a tense few moments of hoping that Andrew a treat.
Nolan would turn up, half an hour behind schedule
we pulled away from the school gates and waved The first of many 4am wakeup calls and we took off
goodbye to our families – some rejoicing at the on another plane – this time departing for Cusco
prospect of being parent-free for 24 days, but most enjoying spectacular views of the Andes en route to
feeling (understandably) nervous. This would be the Incan Empire Capital. We spent 3 days in this
the first time that many of us would be away from beautiful city, acclimatising to the altitude of 3,400
home and its comforts for so long – one of the main metres. Thankfully Mrs Fleming (Claire) eventually
learning points of the trip.
got over the worst of her crippling altitude sickness
which left her bed ridden for 2 days, after the owner
After a 2 hour flight to Amsterdam, a 4 hour stop of the hostel blessed her with a magical cup of
over and a 12 hour flight to Lima we finally made it Muña tea. During our stay here we soaked up the
atmosphere in the local market which was not like
anything we had ever experienced before. Peruvian
ladies carried their children and goods in large cloths
worn over the back and knotted at the front and
wore tremendously colourful Montera hats. It was
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here that we had to complete some vital tasks that
would allow the rest of the trip to run smoothly. We
put our Spanish skills to the test and managed to
book 16 bus tickets that would take us from Cusco
to Puerto Maldonado while others bought an incountry sim card and phone which would enable us
to contact various guides we would be using.

many gifts from Scotland which meant we could
engage with the kids in many ways. Even though
none of them spoke a word of English, we were still
able to have a great game of table tennis or simply
sit and colour in a book with them. It gave us a great
sense of satisfaction seeing how such a simple activity
could provide such joy.

After planning and buying 4 days’ provisions from the
local market, we said farewell to Cusco and continued
on our travels to a town called Oropesa just 40
minute drive away. The project at Azul Wasi was set
up by Alcides, a policeman in Cusco, who has made it
his personal mission to provide an alternative to the
correctional facilities run by the State, which many
young homeless children find themselves in after
ending up on the streets for a variety of reasons.The
boys at Azul Wasi go to the local school and are fed,
clothed and taught how to rear animals and grow
their own food.The home is very basic and is always
in need of support from willing volunteers.

Alas it was time to leave and continue our travels in
Peru.The project brought a lasting friendship between
Sam and the infamous Raulito, who bonded over
parting gifts of Celtic strips and an Oasis serenade on
the guitar. Seeing the contrast between our lives and
the children’s’ really made us appreciate how lucky
we have been with our own upbringing. Simple things
like a guaranteed ed-ucation (not all the kids had the
necessary documentation to attend school) or having
3 meals a day (they could only afford one hot meal)
really made it clear how privileged we are back in
Scotland. With heavy hearts we departed from the
orphanage, but not from the orphans themselves - we
will definitely be staying in touch through Facebook
and a few from the group are even talking about
returning in the future.

At Azul Wasi the team helped to construct a wall
surrounding the compound. Many of us had never
lifted a spade in our life and quickly had to learn how
to mix cement. We had to work together to find an
effective method to build and ensure that everyone
had a break if and when they needed it. We had only
been in the country for 5 days, but already we were
working together in unity which is why we defied all
odds and finished the task way ahead of schedule
and even started the foundations for the next team.
When the kids arrived home from school around
4pm, wall building ceased and bonding begun. As
the orphanage was primarily filled with boys and our
team included 8 boys, the obvious first choice was a
game of football. With the altitude not on our side,
our team were shamed when the Peruvians thrashed
them. On the last day we organised a treasure hunt
for the children that would not only provide them
with some light-hearted fun, but as the clues were
in English, it would also develop their language skills.
Thanks to parents and family friends, we had brought
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We returned to Cusco and had the day to collect
everything we would need for our trek – food for
sixteen plus a guide and four horsemen, gas for stoves
and topping up the credit on the phone. It was a
tough task planning and buying enough food. If we
ran out there would be no emergency shop to run
to and we would only have ourselves to blame. Our
leader Ian told us that the food could either make
or break the experience for us so we really wanted
to nail the preparation.
The trek challenged us physically and especially
mentally at various points. The first day begun with
another 4am wakeup call and a steep incline to
4600 meters, to the foot of the Salkantay mountain.
This tested everyone’s fitness and with the altitude
increasing with every step our local guide Jorge made
sure we took this part very slowly. We encouraged
each other whenever someone struggled.

The second day was mainly downhill and the descent
took us through a tropical valley and cloud forest – a
stark contrast to the Everest – esque conditions we
had experienced the day before. The temperature
peaked to 25 degrees and sun cream and mosquito
repellent were slapped on. It was on this day that
David went over on his ankle and was forced to
complete the rest of the days’ trek on the emergency
donkey. Due to this injury, Ian advised David to not
walk on the 3rd day and instead he and Claire took
a taxi to the next campsite. This was bittersweet as
after our challenging day’s trek, the team arrived to
a lovely, already set-up camp at a coffee plantation.
We had the privilege of being shown how to harvest
and roast our own Peruvian coffee beans and some
parents were even lucky enough to be brought
home a bag of these delicious beans!
The 4th and final morning started early at 5am
and we were all anxious at the thought of another
steep incline. We climbed for roughly 4 hours until
we caught our first glimpse of the Incan citadel of
Machu Picchu and the mountains which kept this
world famous site a secret from the world for so
many centuries. The trek ended with the heavens
opening and the rain didn’t end until the following
day. Many of us slid 700 metres down a mud slide
on our backsides to the finishing line of the trek.This
was possibly the most challenging day as we were
soaked to the bone and had to wait 3 hours for the
train to Aguas Calientes, but our Scottish heritage
trained us well.
With breath-taking scenery around us, it was easy to
become distracted with the task ahead.The scenery
changed daily on the trek and we experienced
everything from rocky mountain peaks to grasslands
and forests. It was a challenge like no other – the
only thing to do when you wanted to give up was
to keep going. It wasn’t just yourself you had to think
about but the rest of the team were dependent on
you too. Everyone played a vital role, whether it was
preparing a hearty meal after a hard day’s trek or
providing the motivational words to keep someone
walking that extra mile, we couldn’t have completed
the journey without each and every individual in
the group.

Over 1700 steps later we beat records and climbed
it in under an hour. Arriving with heavy breathing and
sweaty backs we were breath taken at the views.
After budgeting so well over the last few weeks, we
were able to afford a tour guide to educate us on
all things Incan, possibly the most interesting history
lesson yet.We spent the morning wandering around
the Incan citadel while marvelling at the surrounding
views and the masonry.
We then indulged in some much needed R&R in
the local hot springs - you can’t visit Aguas Calientes
without plunging yourself in some Aguas Calientes!
This was the first water warmer than freezing that
the group had felt since leaving the comforts of
home and so this was a luxury we all cherished.
The next morning, we took the train to Ollantaytambo
in the Sacred Valley, and then continued on back
to Cusco by bus. After a brief stop there to buy
souvenirs and lots of llama keyrings, we departed on
an overnight bus to Puerto Maldonado (the tickets
that we had booked weeks before). We arrived
the following day after a surprisingly comfortable
night’s sleep on the fully reclining chairs.The humidity
hit hard and within minutes we were hot and
sticky even though it was only 7 in the morning…

We enjoyed a well-deserved stay in a hostel and
a meal out that night, but it was short lived as we
had another 3.30am start next morning to try and
catch a glimpse of the sunrise over Machu Picchu.
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the fruit plantation we were staying at seeing lots of
fruits from avocados to bananas, melons and oranges.
At night we went out on the boat to catch a glimpse
of the amazing nocturnal life – in particular to see if we
could spot any caimans and we were not disappointed.
We found two and our guide even caught one and let
us hold it! It was truly incredible to get a literal hand
on experience of the animals here and feel the scaly
Everyone’s basic Spanish skills had come on leaps texture of its skin.
and bounds by this point, 3 weeks into the trip,
when we had conducted numerous trips to the The next day we moved to the Tambopata lodge for
local markets for food where there is very little/if two nights. Some of us chose to sleep in the hammocks
any English spoken. Food, water and gas bought we wrapped in our mosquito nets rather than endure the
were ready for our next adventure into the depths sweaty torture of the tents! Over the course of our
stay we encountered much flora and fauna. Highlights
of the Amazonian Rainforest.
included the gigantic tarantulas life, a wild boar at the
We took a 4 hour boat journey down the Madre mammal clay lick, a huge brazil nut tree and one of
de Dios River and our first sighting of the jungle my personal favourites was when we arose at 4am
didn’t disappoint. A few hours in the rainforest and to head downstream to a clay lick where we got the
already we had seen capybaras, turtles and heard fantastic chance to see macaws eating clay – a practice
the infamous call of a howler monkey. Seeing so found only in the Western Amazon region. One animal
much in such a short space of time made us all however we will not miss, was the tormenting parrot
very excited the prospect of what four days in this Polly, who was partial to a bit of biting!
amazing place could bring. We set up camp where
we would be staying for the night and when our local We travelled back to the town of Puerto Maldonado
guide Joney suggested football, even in 30 degree and then caught a flight to Lima the next day, thankful to
heat and 80% humidity, the boys all rushed off to say goodbye to the hot, humid and sticky environment,
play with the locals. Later that evening we toured but sad to leave the most bio-diverse and colourful
area on the planet behind.
drastically different to anything we had experienced
so far.We spent the day acclimatising to the heat and
humidity of the tropics - important to help us get
the most out of our time in the jungle. We enjoyed
getting a taste of home by watching Andy Murray
storming to victory in the Wimbledon final and then
the decidedly less exciting Euros final!

That night we stayed in the same hostel we had on
our very first night. This allowed us to put our trip
into perspective. On arrival we had been sceptical
about sharing one bathroom between each gender
and turned our noses up at the bed linen. By day 24
we couldn’t be happier to have a bathroom for just
the girls and were grateful to even have a bed to sleep
in. It may sound a cliché, but until you experience this
kind of life-changing trip you don’t realise all the simple
things you take for granted.
We went out for dinner on our last night in Peru, and
toasted a truly lift-altering trip. We agreed that our
trip would have been nowhere near as amazing if we
hadn’t all gotten on so well. Each person contributed
something different, but equally vital to the dynamic of
the team.Whether it was Lewis and his strict budgeting
which ultimately left us 250 soles each under budget,
Scott and his grit and determination at wall building
at Azul Wasi, Sam who never failed to put a smile on
everyone’s face, or David’s Advanced Higher Spanish
skills which is ultimately the reason we managed to
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book all our hostels and travel arrangements. I could go
on, but we all know how each contributed to the success
of the team – partly due to the award ceremony we
held on the last day when we were all treated to our
own llama keyring by our amazing leaders Claire and
Ian. I think we all agree that although the team primarily
made all the decisions, the leaders were a great support
network to have. Whether it was Claire who constantly
handed out various potions and lotions for whatever
ailment you may have or Ian and his fantastic culinary
skills and his ability to allow us to have our freedom
(within limits) when the opportunity arose, they too
made a great trip an absolutely astounding trip!
To anyone who is pondering the thought of embarking
on a similar experience I say, DO IT! We only regret the
chances we didn’t take.
“Travel is the only thing you can buy that will make you
richer.”
Hazel Wilkie

The Peabody Awards
Hello, I’m Cherry Campbell. In May I returned from
an exciting trip to New York. I had never been there
before and couldn’t wait to see all the sights I’ve
heard about and seen in films and on TV. There was
also a very special reason for me going. I was invited
to the Peabody Awards Ceremony. This was extra
special occasion as it was the 75th Anniversary of
the Awards.

The Peabody Awards are the oldest broadcasting
awards in the world which I think is pretty amazing
and I felt so honoured to be invited !!! It is older than

the Emmy and Golden Globe awards and it originates
from the University of Georgia in the days before TV
when programmes were on the radio.
Some of the people who have received a Peabody
include Walter Cronkite, Bob Hope, Barbara Streisand
and more recently Oprah Winfrey and Jessica Jones.
The awards were held in Wall Street which is one of
the most famous streets in the world because it has
the biggest Stock Market in the world.The ceremony
took place in Ciprianis which is also a famous
restaurant and place for special events. I was blown
away by some of the people I saw there like Steve
Martin and Marvel’s Jessica Jones. I was amazed!!!!
This year the only children’s’ programme to win an
award was Katie Morag.
Cherry Campbell P7a

L-R: Writer Sergio Casci, Director Don Coutts,
Actress Cherry Campbell and Producer Lindy
Cameron

Editor’s Note:
Congratulations to all the team responsible
for Katie Morag and in particular to Cherry
who starred as Katie Morag.You can read
more at http://www.peabodyawards.com/
award-profile/katie-morag
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Glasgow City Council Art
Competition 2016
The junior and senior drawing trips to the Kelvingrove Art Gallery and Museum were again very successful,
with Jordanhill pupils winning a number of medals and certificates. Another great result and a testament
to the skill and dedication of our pupils who took part. Here is an account of the experience from one of
our Gold medal winners:
At the end of last term, myself along with many other junior and senior pupils, visited the Kelvingrove art
gallery and museum to participate in the Glasgow museums art competition. We had 3 hours to complete
an entry using the material of our choice. A wide variety of materials were used including pencils, pastels and
paints. Choosing a subject to draw was particularly tricky as there was a vast choice ranging from sculptures
to animals to the beautiful architecture of the museum. After a short time everyone settled down and
were soon hard at work creating their masterpiece. Each finished piece of work was unique and extremely
impressive. It was a pleasure having the chance to draw surrounded by amazing artwork in a beautiful
building. I’m sure that all pupils who took part would agree it was a very enjoyable way to spend a school
day. Jordanhill pupils performed very well winning 2 gold medals, 4 silver and 2 bronze along with many
highly commended and commended certificates. Congratulations also to Sarah Foster on being awarded
the T. J. Honeyman Award for drawing excellence.
Laurie Corewyn S4 St John

Laurie Corewyn
S2 Gold Medal
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Olivia Webster
S6 Gold Medal

Maya Nager
S2 - Silver

Megan Hoy
S3 - Silver

Ahwa Habeeb
S6 – Silver

Kirsty Richardson
S6 – Bronze

Sarah Foster, S3 – Silver
T. J. Honeyman Award for drawing excellence

Michael Laing
S1 – Bronze
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Charity Dinner 2016
Thank you to everyone who contributed to the
success of the S6 charity dinner in aid of Alzheimer
Scotland. In particular, to our team of S6 helpers.
A great night was had by all!
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LL.M. in International Legal
Studies at New York University
In March 2015, having recently completed my Diploma
in Professional Legal Practice at the University of
Glasgow, I was contemplating the next step in my
career. I received an e-mail notification from New
York University School of Law offering me admission
to their specialized LL.M. program in International
Legal Studies, one consistently ranked the highest
in the world, the acceptance of which I owe to the
remarkably generous support of Linda and Gordon
Bonnyman.
With the reality of this opportunity setting in, I spent
the following summer making living arrangements
at the School’s graduate accommodation, nestled in
Manhattan’s West Village, and selecting my academic
courses. I managed to get in touch with a handful
of former LL.M. students who kindly offered me
advice on classes to take and what to expect from
the coming year. Upon arrival, the LL.M. program
immersed students in an intensive two week
introductory course on the American legal system,
providing a chance for the cohort to get to know
one another. My colleagues turned out to be very
mixed in age and background, with many having
practiced law for several years before deciding upon
a change in career trajectory, reflecting a wide range
of nationalities from South America, Europe, Africa,
the Middle East, East Asia and Australasia.
One of the key attractions of NYU’s LL.M. program
was its range of legal clinic coursework options,
particularly within the public interest sphere. The
School permitted a limited number of LL.M. candidates
to engage in legal practice for academic credit,
alongside the School’s J.D. students, within the fields
of immigration, capital defence, international law and
human rights, to name but a few. The School boasts
a world-renowned cohort of academic staff and
students are afforded a degree of flexibility in electing
courses of general interest that are unconnected to
their LL.M. specialization. I was able to grab the last
seat in a class on racial justice tutored by Professor
Bryan Stevenson, an Alabama-based capital defence
attorney referred to by Archbishop Desmond Tutu
as “America’s Nelson Mandela” and author of the
New York Times bestseller “Just Mercy”. Professor
Stevenson’s class proved to be the best I had ever
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sat in, being taught in the discussion-oriented Socratic
method, which encourages participants to comb
assigned reading beforehand and offer their opinion.
Shortly before my arrival in New York, I was delighted
to be informed that I had been selected to serve,
in my first semester, as a Law Student Advocate for
the School’s Global Justice Clinic. I was subsequently
assigned to the Clinic’s Racial Justice and Human
Rights team and would embark on an advocacy
campaign on police brutality and discrimination in the
United States alongside the Robert F. Kennedy Center
for Justice and Human Rights, St. Louis University
School of Law and students from the University of
Virginia. The undertaking meant my first semester
would have no shortage of work, with my team being
due to submit a lengthy written submission to the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights prior
to attendance at a hearing in Washington D.C., to
which delegates from the United States Government
would appear and respond.

Whilst trying to avoid clichés, I would have to
say the hearing at the Commission was a life
changing experience, with our submission supporting

immensely powerful testimonies from Martinez
Sutton, brother of Rekia Boyd, Collette Flanagan of
Mothers Against Police Brutality and Sara Mokuria,
the latter two having, like Martinez Sutton, lost close
relatives due to excessive use of force by police.
In my spare time in my first semester, I formed
a touch rugby team with my colleagues from
Europe, New Zealand and Australia, to compete
in a local tournament at sports fields perched on
the edge of the East River in Brooklyn. We didn’t
do very well in the end, but to spend an early
evening in Autumn getting much needed exercise
and watching a bright orange dusk form over
the towering Manhattan skyline was a wonderful
distraction from coursework. As expected, New
York has some of the best museums and restaurants
in the world, many of which are discounted for
NYU students. Aside from the unmissable tourist
attractions of the MoMA, Metropolitan Museum
and the Museum of Natural History, being based in
New York allows you to explore the city properly,
with the choice of picnicking at an open air cinema
at one of the city’s many public parks, attending
an interactive Shakespearean masquerade theatre
show or discovering restaurants only accessible
through a telephone box.
Beyond legal clinic coursework, NYU’s LL.M.
program allows students to participate in a wide
range of activities that are not typically available at
law schools in the United Kingdom, including service

as editorial staff on one of the School’s law journal
boards or attendance at colloquia where leading
scholars from around the world present and discuss
their work. In my second semester, I was fortunate to
have one of my academic papers nominated for the
School’s Emerging Scholarship Prize and was invited
to present it at a colloquium, receiving feedback from
attending experts.
Towards the end of my program, I elected to take
on a directed research project, under the supervision
of Professor Philip Alston (John Norton Pomeroy
Professor of Law), former chair of the UN Committee
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and current
UN Special Rapporteur on Extreme Poverty and
Human Rights. I embarked on this in tandem with
a legal research internship at Amnesty International
USA which I secured in April.To finish off my academic
year working at a highly regarded Non-Governmental
Organization was an idyllic conclusion to my time
as a student in New York. Within AIUSA, I have had
the privilege of meeting a number of accomplished
individuals who have provided a well of inspiration
for the next stage of my career.
None of my experiences would have been possible
without the support provided by the Linda and
Gordon Bonnyman Charitable Trust and I cannot
overstate my gratitude to them for enabling what
was been an invaluable stage in my career.
Fraser Grier
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Over the Sea to Skye
In 1959 three 15 year old boys from
Jordanhill College School decided to go on
an adventure spending 11 days camping and
staying at hostels on Skye. Some 57 years
later the same three lads, Ian Phillip, Donald
Young and Graham Dunigan retraced their
steps. This time they rented a cottage near
Portree and drove rather than travelling by
train, bus and Shank’s pony.

Ian who now lives in Dunblane kept a
meticulous diary in 1959 recording key
events, distances travelled, what they ate
and how much they spent. “I wrote it all
by hand and it was only later that I got it
typed up. It does give a good indication of
our time there and how much things cost
back then.”

Ian, Donald and Graham toast their return trip to
Skye with Creamola Foam and Ryvita

Donald who has lived in Fort William since
1972 comments “In 1959 we had a couple
of meals consisting of Creamola Foam and
Ryvita so Ian brought some with him this
time around to surprise us. It was a superb
weekend – a laugh a minute. We managed
to find all the places we stayed in 1959,
but only Broadford is still a hostel. Staffin is
deserted and Uig is now The Cowshed an
upmarket bunkhouse.”
Graham from Milngavie added: “The diary
is brilliant and looking back, I wonder how
we managed. The tent was canvas and,
because we didn’t have one dry day, it was
three times the normal weight! Also, it was
a two-man tent and there were three of
us. The biggest difference this time was the
weather which was so much better allowing
us to see more of Skye in 4 days than we
had in 12 last time.”
Ian’s original diary has survived to this day
along with the three amigos. You can view
it online at
www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/
This time round the trio’s exploits were
recorded digitally. Our thanks to all three
for sharing their memories with us.
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20th May 2016
Graham passed my door twice on arrival, had wrong
number.
Break at Tyndrum.
Donald’s at Fort William.
Local paper for photo with champagne flutes, Cremola
foam, and Rivita.Very nice folk. Left the Cremola foam with
them as they enjoyed it, Irn Bru flavour.
Over bridge to Skye. Shop for food in Broadford.
Cottage first class. Spaghetti and smoked salmon for tea.
Portree for walk and drink. Found old camp site after a
long hunt, now in someone’s garden.
Coffee in bar, to use toilet, public one shut. Wander about.
Drove back, beautiful sunset and were chatting, we missed
the cottage and had to retrace route, twice, in the gloom.

21st May Uig visit

22nd May

In Uig explained our revisit quest, asked ‘elderly’ couple
where the hostel used to be in 1959, oops, most upset,
“do we look over 57?”
Asked man in shop where it was and, surprisingly, he
was born in the old hostel (it was a hospital for a
period) “I was just passing through” was his remark.
Hostel is now Cow Shed bunk setup. Went up the hill
and took photos.
Drove over what used to be a dirt track to Staffin, now
a proper road. Fantastic views of mountains we never
saw 57 years ago in the rain. Lots of photos.

Two egg rolls each for breakfast. Drove to look for
second camp site of 1959. First choice was wrong site,
found right camp site at next sea loch down towards
Broadford. Donald found a sheep’s horn and I could
use it for an unfinished stick I have at home. Style.

In Staffin, asked shopkeepers where hostel had been
but were not born in 1959.Think we found it and took
photos, what a dump. Went to Kilt Rock and Graham
asked if he could help take a photograph for a young
German couple. Then suggested £10 for taking the
photo. Joke went down well.

Asked pier attendant where old pier was and said old
pier here, to the right of the present pier. Explained
about old camp site and he said “ old camp site grass
square never grew again after your visit” .

Into Portree, gift shop and everything seemed to be
£8.50. Cashier suggested Uig hotel for evening meal,
“are you the owner?... If I was do you think I’d be sitting
here”. Irate queue building up behind, not appreciating
patter.
Long queue in co-op, one girl on till, “milk will be out
of date by time get to the till”.
Watched passengers disgorge from a cruise liner.“Hope
they are not going to join the co-op queue.”
Evening. Uig hotel not free till 8:30.Tried the pier Shut at
8.00. Back to Uig hotel, excellent meal. Were discussing
old curry house in Glasow and Glasgow man overheard
conversations advised it had been shut due to excessive
amount of cat food tins found in their bins.

Drove through to Broadford and then onto Armadale,
no one was hungry. Sat at pier and had a coffee,
popped into the ticket office, tickets now £2.80 “was
dearer last year”. Chatted to oap Cornish couple, in
camper van, who had bought a kilt and were also
taking back a haggis.

Shopped in Ragamuffin for gifts, In Grumpy George’s
who was also a dog photographer. (Smart idea for
tourists} Met James who runs boat tours to Cullin
hills. Took photos of camp site, now under houses.
Broadford bought co-op sandwich, looked for current
youth hostel, old one has new one joined on. Had
a long chat with gentleman who is renovating an
adjoining house, renovation man said “don’t make it
so long till next visit.” Met warden of current SYHA,
photos.
Portree booked for dinner in Marmalade.
Visited old man of Stor, busy with tourists from all over
the world. Steep climb, gave up half way, 15 year brain
in 72 year body, took photos using zoom instead. Back
for dinner, steak pie,
Drove to cottage, didn’t miss it this time. Tired, good
chat in evening, early night. Lovely sunny day.

23rd May
Boat trip from Elgol to Cuillin Hills a bargain, James’ mum, Mrs MacKinnon, lovely lady, was asked “what do you do
in winter ? The same things you do at home”,
Got good deal on the trip thanks to Graham’s patter. Eventually we settled for the full trip and it was fantastic.
Gentleman on board was passing round birthday cake and whole boat sang Happy Brithday to him, including his
name as “ted baker” because it was embroidered on his sweatshirt. Richard was really the birthday boy. Good laugh.
Cuillins wonderful, like a cathedral.
Slipped on the stepping stones and got my feet wet, sat down and wrung out my socks. It was shortest river in
Europe but as wet as any long one.
Gave Martin, long distance walker {?}, a lift to Broadford. as he had missed his bus!
We had an excellent meal in the Broadford hotel , £140 night 4 star, makes cottage a very good deal for us. Sunny
evening. Topped up fuel in Broadford. Back to cottage. Grand day out.
24th May
Left 8:00 after chat to James, who was building new house on next plot.
Coffee Kyle bridge, coffee at Donald ‘s. Home 3pm. About 200 miles.
GREAT HOLIDAY!!!!
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Clyde Steaming: Dr Joe McKendrick
Our late colleague Dr Joe Mackendrick (Journal October 2012)
was an avid supporter of the Clyde River Steamer Club and active
in saving the Waverley.
Many former pupils will recall that the whole school was taken on a
trip on the Waverley in 1995 as part of the school’s 75th anniversary
celebrations.
Joe showed a rare dedication to the Waverley cause. He was
instrumental in developing the commercial potential of the onboard
shop, where he is pictured in a photo from the early preservation era.
We were delighted to hear that Dr Joe’s photographs have found a
home and the article below is reproduced by courtesy of the Clyde
River Steamer Club www.crsc.org.uk.
Editor

Dr Joe McKendrick Collection
Clyde River Steamer Club has been gifted more than 3,000 digitised images from the slide collection
of the late Dr Joe McKendrick, a former president of the Club who played a crucial role in Waverley‘s
survival in the preservation era.
A selection of the best images will be published over a period of time on this website and in CRSC
publications, and will also be used at Club meetings in Glasgow.They include some beautiful shots from
the 1960s and 1970s, documenting a long-lost era of steamer activity on the west coast of Scotland, as
well as a wide range of Waverley portraits, covering her travels round the British Isles.
The decision to give the collection
to CRSC was taken by the executors
of Joe’s estate, and the slides were
digitised by Richard Danielson, one
of his longstanding friends. They
demonstrate the breadth of Joe’s
shipping interests as well as the
quality of his photography.
Born on 16 April 1949, Joe first
became interested in steam power
through his father who was a railway
enthusiast.Visits to an uncle living in
Kirn stirred Joe’s interest in Clyde
steamers and, once he was able to
travel by himself, he would arrange
his visits to Kirn to sail on members
of the Clyde fleet that interested
him.
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Waverley at Lundy on 20 June 1982. The paddler has been a
regular caller at the island during her Bristol Channel visits,
anchoring in the bay until the building of a pier in 1999
— copyright photo CRSC Dr Joe McKendrick Collection.

Joe was a graduate of Glasgow University, where he
also studied for a doctorate in organic chemistry.
In 1974 he joined the staff of Glasgow’s Jordanhill
School, remaining there for 35 years as a chemistry
teacher, latterly also as principal teacher of guidance
and pastoral care. He was known affectionately by
pupils as ‘Dr Joe’.
But his work for Waverley gave him a much wider
reputation. He was an active par ticipant in the
preservation cause from the late 1970s, becoming
one of a small team who helped to keep the paddler
going during good times and bad. As a long-serving
trustee and director of Waverley Steam Navigation

Company and its operational subsidiary, Waverley
Excursions Ltd, he played an important behind-thescenes role, bringing practical good sense to board
meetings and showing a dedication to the cause that
inspired others.
Over many years Joe was closely associated with
the ship’s shop, which he developed into a valuable
source of income.
He also played an active part in the work of the
Blairmore Pier Trust and the Kingswear Castle Trust.
He was CRSC president for the 1991-2 session. Joe
died on 13 August 2012 aged 63.

Queen Mary II manoeuvring astern towards her winter berth in the East India Harbour,
Greenock, in October 1972, with Claymore and King George V also in the picture —
copyright photo CRSC Dr Joe McKendrick Collection

Duchess of Hamilton canting at Bridge Wharf, Glasgow, in July 1969, with the Kingston
Bridge in the final stages of construction downriver — copyright photo CRSC Dr Joe
McKendrick Collection
Photographs of Joe McKendrick are reproduced courtesy of Deryk Docherty and Richard Danielson.
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Nimmo Davidson
There was a past and gentler and better Scotland,
not so long ago and now fast vanishing, and I thought
wistfully on this last October when I learned of the
death of my old music teacher, Nimmo Davidson.

Mr Davidson was eighty-one. He was one of Glasgow’s
most distinguished organists, serving for many years
at St Margaret’s Episcopal Church in Newlands; and,
from 1969 till his retirement in 1990, he was the
splendidly titled Master of Music at Jordanhill College
School, reigning in an airy corner-classroom on the
top corridor. Room 36.
At that time music and art were Cinderella subjects;
but the icing on the serious cake of maths and science,
French and Latin. To Mr Davidson, though, it was all
that mattered. Every morning he played the piano
for morning assembly; the sort of daily, unabashedly
Christian rite long gone from our non-denominational
schools.
Every Tuesday at 10.45 in Room 36 we had Mr
Davidson. He had a sallow face with big eyes and vaster
spectacles and a comb-over, which lent him the kindly
air of a spaniel; and a rich fruity voice, and a certain
understated steely purpose, and a round bulge in his
jacket-pocket which only the naïve assumed was a tin
of sweets. Not that I ever saw him take the curled belt
out; far less use it. The supreme sanction for us was
‘Botany Bay,’ as he cackled – the Bench of Humiliation
at the back of the room, where miscreants were
instantly banished.
‘Boys,’ he would say, ‘we’ll warm up,’ and we would
obediently sing one of his little warming-up ditties,
like ‘The lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue; the lips,
the teeth, the tip of the tongue!’ ‘Project,’ he would say,
‘project your voices,’ and he would make us feel the
muscles of our diaphragm, grasp where the power for
our lungs was and how to use it.‘If you’re struggling for
a high note,’ he advised, ‘yawn when you get to it, and
sing it softly – the pitch will carry it, not your force…’
‘Let’s warm up again…’ and we shrilled through
another of his little jokes, fat with vowels and with
delicious crunchy consonants.‘Rothesay, Cumbrae, Kirn,
Dunoon; Irvine, Prestwick, Gailes and Troon!’
He had the three essentials for his job. He had an
absolute and infectious passion for his subject; he
genuinely loved children; and absolute control. It was
all in the face. Mr Davidson had a dreadful alligator20 Jordanhill School

smile - different from his warm one – that intimated
absolute, fearless contempt.
Once, when I was ten, and Mr Davidson was returning
from lunch, he caught me atop one of the high square
pillars by the service-gate to the refectory – lethal
temptation to small boys, long since gone – and quite
erupted. ‘You! How dare you! Get down at once and
go to Mrs Mann and be punished…’ He scarcely broke
stride, and vanished, and – such was his authority, and
the ethos of the day – that two minutes later our
Head of Upper Primary found me sobbing at her
door, confessing all and awaiting retribution for my
entire depravity. Mrs Mann, who rather resembled the
Queen (for most of 1974, I actually thought she was
the Queen) told me very sternly never to do it again.
‘Ta-teffy-ta-teffy-ta-te-ta-ta,’ Mr Davidson would go,
grounding us in the basics of crochets and minims
and quavers, and then we would again sing of the
Clyde resorts, and finally it was time for Gilbert and
Sullivan. Mr Davidson simply exulted in their oeuvre,
for I cannot remember us singing anything else. So
we sailed the ocean blue; chorused that a policeman’s
lot is not a happy one; remarked that a British tar is
a soaring soul; remembered that he is an Englishman
and that every little boy and girl alive is either a little
Liberal or else a little Conservative… It says much for
Mr Davidson that he had us sweaty little pubescents
mastering ‘Tit Willow’ without as much as a snigger.
Mr Davidson had his limits. Pop-music was
unmentionable. Heavy metal was unthinkable. The
bagpipes, he insisted, were not an appropriate
instrument for O-Grade Music.
When one lad tried to skip orchestra rehearsal, he was
shortly seized and frog-marched from the Sixth Year
common-room – bassoon in hand – by the implacable
Master of Music.
But he loved his subject, and he loved us, and wherever
we are in the world and for decades to come we can
return mentally to that high corner classroom, to Room
36, and be for a moment still.

‘Da, me, ni, po, tu, la, be,’ Mr Davidson would sing, making us work that mouth and those vocal-chords, and to
this day thousands of us everywhere still remember the lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue…
Once a youth stepped into Room 36 to find him gently playing
piano to a hand-scrawled score, much to the delight of its small
composer.The child was dismissed only after Mr Davidson had
proclaimed his genius and congratulated him warmly.
‘Did he write that, Sir?’
‘No, Marcus, Schubert did… but we mustn’t discourage them.’
John MacLeod

Oonagh Scott

Miss Oonagh Scott, a much-loved primary teacher at
Jordanhill for a quarter of a century, died in Glasgow
on 2nd June. She was eighty years old.
Dark and pretty, gentle, understated and quiet – but
she accomplished much with that quietness – Miss
Scott served from 1967 to 1992, largely under the
leadership of Mrs Mary Mann in what was a remarkably
strong Upper Primary department, alongside such
estimable colleagues as Margaret Dodds, Margaret
Hogg, Margaret Goodwin, Agnes Kinnis and Euphrasia
Blackwood.
‘She was a brilliant teacher,’ recalls former pupil Alison
Mearns. ‘I had her in P5 in the late 60’s and remember
her taking us on a class visit to Robertson’s Jam Factory
in Paisley and then, on our return to JCS, making
marmalade and enjoying eating it as she read us a
story. She was a real gem.’
Other tributes on social media came from Sandy
Morton – ‘Formidable, surprising and fun. Don’t think
they make teachers like her anymore,’ – and from a
former colleague, Alison Brien. ‘She was an inspiration
to me as I took on my first teaching job at Jordanhill
College School teaching Primary 6 and Miss Scott kept

Morning assembly 1980

me right. She was also among the bravest, at times
stubborn, people I knew who fought bravely through
her MS, never letting it define her and always looking
positively on life. Lessons we can all learn from…’
Forced to early retirement in 1992 after being
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis, Miss Scott refused to
lie under her illness or wallow in self-pity. She took a
lifelong interest in the Girl Guides (always donning her
uniform for ‘Thinking Day’), was a mainstay of Hyndland
Parish Church, and till final infirmity was a frequently
sighted, doughty little figure in the West End, popping
from shop to shop on her sturdy scooter.
Describing her as ‘a truly amazing teacher,’‘a lovely true
lady’ and a ‘fab teacher,’ many attended Miss Scott’s
memorial service at Hyndland Parish Church on 7th
July, Mr R Paton formally representing Jordanhill School.
Miss Scott regularly contributed a favourite prayer
to her congregational newsletter, and particularly
cherished these lines by William Barclay –
Help me today, O God,
to keep my temper and control my tongue;
to keep my thoughts from wandering and from straying,
to quarrel with no one and to be friends with everyone.
So bring me to the end of today with nothing to be sorry
for, and with nothing left undone;
through Jesus Christ my Lord. Amen.
John MacLeod
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School was different then
I was born in Knightswood district of Glasgow in 1937 and started school at Stirling High School in 1942.
(We were evacuated to Stirling during the war.) After the war we returned to Glasgow.
Dad died in 1947 and I am sure through some
connections I was accepted into 1st year of secondary
at Jordanhill College School (as it was then) in 1948
or 49. I left in my 4th year to start work in the Union
Bank of Scotland.
Two of my cousins and my two younger sisters also
attended the school - Valerie and Sylvia Meikle and
my sisters Marjory and Heather. I remember two
school mates George Gray and Clark Tom.
I played rugby in the seconds and it was always fun.
We played Greenock in mud and rain, then bathed
in communal bath with 29 other players.

Millport

I was a sub prefect in my last year and that was a
power trip telling students no running in the halls.
I remember some of the teachers. Mr Paul was the
Geography teacher and also ran the cadet corps. We
did an experiment of the speed of sound by firing a
rifle on the school or college grounds and measuring
the time it took from when Mr Paul dropped the red
hankie to when we heard the report.
Mr Dodds (big lumps and small dodds as he
introduced himself) taught gym and sports. He once
tossed a cricket ball to me and I bowled him out with
first ball. Miss Fraser was the French teacher and boy
could she sing in French. She would have all the boys
whistling and clapping much to her embarrassment.
Mr Findlayson was the maths teacher who really
was quite scary. At the time he could look at the
blackboard and tell me to stop messing around. (He
could see reflections in his glasses.) All in all I really
learned math, geometry, algebra and calculus. Miss
Burt was the Latin teacher and I can remember her
having decided to strap a very tall student who held
out hands over her head. Mr Gray taught History
and gave me my pride in Scotland. My only memory
of English is learning by heart hundreds and hundreds
of Latin roots.
Mr Walker was the Headmaster. He ruled the school.
I got six of the best for drinking milk in the girls’ milk
room! One time during classes we were summoned
to assembly in the middle of the day. We speculated
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Paris
that this must be something serious - perhaps the
King has died. Mr Walker took great joy in announcing
that Stalin had died!
School was different then - I suspect much more rigid
in discipline and unquestionable obedience. Morning
assembly in the great hall comprised a lesson from
the Bible read by one of the prefects, announcements,
a hymn then off to classes.
I am so glad I had the opportunity to attend such a
great school. It was a great foundation for the rest of
my life. When I look back it is true that school days
are the happiest days of our lives.
I hope these fuzzy remembrances will be of interest
to current or former pupils of the school.
Robin B. Templeton (Former pupil)

Prizegiving
22nd June 2016

The sun shone again on this our second
Prizegiving at Wellington Church.
This year’s principal guest was Sheriff
Johanna Johnston who attended Jordanhill
College School from 1972 to 1977 playing
hockey and tennis for the school. She
studied law at the University of Strathclyde
and completed the Diploma in Legal
Studies at the University of Edinburgh.
She also played hockey for the University
of Strathclyde.
Sheriff Johnston was a Procurator Fiscal
Depute for nine years and then spent
sixteen years in practice at the Scottish
Bar. She specialised in criminal law and
served as an Advocate Depute (High
Court prosecutor) and then as a Senior
Advocate Depute from 2000 to 2003.
She was appointed as Queen’s Counsel
in 2003 and was appointed as a part-time
Sheriff in the same year.
Joanna was appointed as a full time Sheriff
in 2008 and was then as a resident Sheriff
in Glasgow in 2010. She was appointed
as a Temporary High Court Judge in 2013.
During the ceremony the School Captains,
Taylor Sutherland and Ian Grant presented
a cheque for £17,700 to Alzheimer’s
Scotland. Taylor and Ian also introduced
their successors Cairney and Preston
McGoldrick.This is the first time in the 96
year history of the school that twins have
been appointed as joint captains.

Joint School Dux SV
Max Milarvie and Chiara
van den Hoven

Young Musician of the
Year
Lauren Taylor

William T. Branston
Memorial Dux SVI
Jennifer Gardner

Sports Champions
Kirsty Elliott and Harry
Davidson

Andrew Walker Proxime
Accessit SVI
Kirsty Crearie
House Shield Winners
Crawfurd

All of the photographs
from the day can be
viewed and ordered
online from the Parents
page on the web site.

2016 also saw the first recipients of three
new prizes for Creative Writing awarded
for P7, S1-S3 and S4-S6. We are indebted
to Iain and Mary Mann for their generous
gift to establish this prize fund.
In tandem with this Iain and Mary has also
made a further generous gift towards the
costs of a history of the school which will
be published in our centenary in 2020.
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Jordanhill Sports Day 2016
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Jordanhill Prom 2016
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Pushkin Prize Week 2016
After the excitement of winning the prize began
to fade, I began to think about the week away at
Moniack Mhor, near Inverness. I was going to stay
for five days with twelve winners I had never met,
including two Russian girls. It’s fair to say that by
the time the day came to go to the prize-giving
ceremony in Edinburgh I was very nervous.
At the prize-giving, I said goodbye to my parents and
Mrs Kydd-Corr and drove away on the bus with my
fellow winners. At the start of the five hour trip I was
beginning to talk with the other boys and girls, and
by the time we got there we were already acting
like we had known each other for years.
We were accompanied by Lindsay and Kathryn
(who organised everything and were very friendly)
and Natalya Ushmanova (who organises the Russian
prizes and accompanies the Russian winners). On
arrival we met the Moniack Mhor staff and our tutors
for the week, poet Gerry Cambridge and writer
Cathy MacPhail. We sat down to a homely dinner
and had a cosy evening beside the fire, writing and
talking.
The rest of the week was extremely busy. There
was a relaxed but efficient atmosphere. We woke
whenever we wanted, made ourselves breakfast and
had to be ready for workshops by mid-morning.
Usually the morning workshop would end for lunch
when we would help ourselves to a huge buffet
of delicious and hearty food prepared by the staff.
The Russian girls added to these lunches by sharing
out special Russian chocolates and teaching us new
words which made us laugh hysterically because no
one could pronounce anything correctly.
The afternoons consisted of another workshop and
private sessions with Gerry and Cathy
which were really useful. I couldn’t believe
I was talking to Cathy on a one-to-one
basis after reading so many of her books,
and Gerry’s tips were invaluable. The
workshops opened my eyes to different
ways of crafting stories and poems and
how fun imaginative writing can be,
especially with prompts.
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Dinner s were made by my
friends and I. We had to work
together to make the recipes,
and it was rewarding to see
the finished product (even if it
looked nothing like how it was supposed to!). After
dinner we would sit around the fire with cake and
hot chocolate and read ghost stories or listen to
Gerry read from his favourite book. By bed we were
all exhausted, but still found the energy to stay up
late talking about the differences between Scotland
and Russia and learning yet more Russian vocabulary.
There are certain memories from the trip that I will
remember forever. For example, when we were
visiting Loch Ness and the Russians went crazy over
the beautiful scenery, taking photos like it was the last
time they would have a camera. Another memory is
the lively ceilidh we had on the Thursday night, and
perhaps the best moment of the trip was when my
new friends and I woke up at 4am to see the sunrise.
We snuck down hoping not to wake anyone, but
unfortunately we woke Lindsay who came down
after half an hour, smiling despite the time, and told
us to go back to bed. There was a snowstorm and
the sunset was nowhere to be seen, but the feeling
of drinking hot tea with your friends while watching
the snow settle across idyllic hills was something I’ll
never forget.
The week was fantastic and I not only learned a
lot about writing but also made new friends from
Scotland and Russia who I still keep in touch with.
For anyone thinking about entering, I would say you
should definitely give it a go because the week away
was an experience I’m so glad I was able to have.
Sasha Hazard

P5 Outdoor
Education
Screeching, shivering, shouting, dancing, dunking,
ducking, sprinting, smiling, searching, finding,
running, jumping, and much high-fiving. All were
experienced in abundance by the pupils of P5
during their eight weeks of taster sessions in
orienteering, outdoor science, kayaking, sailing
and canoeing at the end of last term.
For once the Scottish weather held out for almost
every session and pupils were able to enjoy and
extend themselves, developing skills outwith the
classroom environment. Successes ranged from
sailing gracefully across a swathe of open water
at Bardowie Loch to finding and identifying a tiny,
barely visible creature, clinging to the underside
of a leaf in a pond in Mugdock Country Park.
As it was the turn of my own class to undertake
Outdoor Education this year I had the great
personal and professional satisfaction of seeing
pupils who I knew well morph into confident,
dynamic kayakers or individuals capable of
providing fantastic levels of suppor t and
encouragement to their peers.
Our expert instructors provided Primary 5 with
tastes of what the outdoor environment and
activities have to offer. More importantly they
provided the pupils with a taste of their own
potential.
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P6 Abernethy
The bus journey to Abernethy took 3 and a
half hours. I sat at the front of the bus with
Cara, and opposite me was Libby and Lauren,
one of the 6th year helpers. When we saw
the sign for Abernethy we were all so excited.
We were practically screaming by the time
we got there.
We sprang off the bus and sat on the front
lawn (even though it was pretty wet) and
waited – nervous to find out who we were
all in a Chalet with. I was in Chalet A with Beth, Maddy, Isabelle, Cara, Fiona, Ruby, Anna and Miss Monaghan.
The other leaders in the Chalets were Mrs Dowman in Chalet B, Mrs Davidson in Chalet C and Lauren in
Chalet D. We all ran eagerly to our rooms and literally just dumped our suitcases down, all ready to start
our first activity.
Everyone participated in an Orienteering activity, while being chased by a giant parrot that told you riddles
and squirted you with a water gun. There was then an hour of free time where we could do whatever we
wanted. So we went off to explore the surroundings.
Before we knew it, it was time for a swim which was so fun! What made it even better was that Beth had
an under-water camera so we took group photos underwater. After swimming we quickly dried off and
gathered in the front lounge so that Mr Paton could tell us who we were sitting with for dinner for the
week. I sat with Cara, Isabelle and Fiona. Dinner on the first night was sausages and mash followed by fruit
salad for dessert. Delicious!
The shop then opened for the first time and I think just about everyone bought an Abernethy hoodie. I
bought the pink one and so did most people in Chalet A, and most of my other friends.
Explore was next, it was like a mini assembly where we talk about what we have done that day, sing songs
and listen to stories about people who have made a big difference to the world.
What a busy first day it was! I was so excited for the next Abenerthy adventure I could hardly sleep!
Ella Grierson P6a
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When we finally made it to Abernethy we were
amazed at the size of the centre. It was much
bigger than it looked in the pictures. We strolled
over to the front grass pitch for Mr Paton to tell
us our dorms and roommates. After dumping
our bags we went straight to play a game of
football followed by our packed lunch.
Next we took part in the Abernethy adventure
challenge an orienteering based activity. After
a hot dinner of sausage and mash we had an
explore session and played games. Before I knew
it, it was lights out!
Next day we were not allowed to go down for breakfast until 7.30, but when we finally went it was
pancakes! Our first activity was climbing - it was really good. The next was abseiling down a really high tree,
but everyone in our group did it. After lunch we went canoeing. The canoes were a bit wobbly and a few
people fell in, but in the end we all got to jump in. It was freezing cold! After getting changed we did a bit of
archery and I hit the second best score. Next we had a swim, then some free time before baked potatoes
for dinner. At explore we learned a great song. Great, great, brill, brill, wicked, wicked, skill, skill. We still sing
it from time to time.
On our third day we woke later and went straight to breakfast. We had sausages again! Our first activity
was the zip wire and we got to do it twice! It was my second favourite thing from the whole week. The
adventure course was also good because there were lots of things to do. After lunch we tried the silver maze,
it was amazing! It was my favourite
activity because there were so
many team challenges; some
were really funny. After activities
we had a swim, then free time
before explore. Wednesday night
we watched a movie which was
good because I was so tired.
On Thursday my group went
to the lake to try raft building.
It was great and we even had a
splashing fight with the other raft.
After lunch we went on a long
ramble. The best part was when
we found a home for late night
walkers called a bothy. Back at the
centre we had a swim then more
free time. We played table tennis
with people from other groups
and I also played Mr Cameron and
lost 13-11. We had a BBQ on our
last night and we sat around the
bonfire together. We also had a
secret party for the boys…shhh
don’t let Mr Paton know!
Sebastian Hunter P6a
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P7 Paris Trip 2016
Before the coach even pulled out onto Chamberlain
Road it was obvious that everyone on the 2016
Primar y 7 Paris Trip was determined to enjoy
themselves and get the most possible from the
experience.The atmosphere generated by the pupils
was great right from the start.
Tumbling, bleary eyed onto the pavement in the
shadow of the Eiffel Tower our trip began in earnest.
Selfies snapping within seconds (no doubt there
had already been many taken on the overnight
journey down the length of Britain!) P7 lapped up
the Parisien ambiance.The views from the first floor
of the tower were spectacular as expected although
the glass floor turned a few stomachs. Our hectic
week then galloped on as we arrived at the FIAP Jean
Monnet, scene of countless Jordanhill arrivals over
the years, where our intrepid P7s were informed of
their roommates for the week. Always an interesting
moment!
Over the next five and a half days Primary 7 did
their school proud. Behaviour was excellent and
enthusiasm for Paris and the French language strong.
Highlights included an energetic morning in the
Aquaboulevard water park, our crepe and Nutella
stained saunter down the Rue Mouffetard and our
day in Disneyland Paris, which once again ended the
trip on a high.
The most significant day of the Paris trip however is
always the day spent with penpals in the two schools
with which we have been connected for many years,
Ecole St Espirit and Ecole St Joseph. The warm and
generous welcome
to which we have
become accustomed
was extended to
us as pupils gingerly
scanned the room for
a face familiar from
the passpor t snaps
exchanged the previous
autumn. As always the
day, which began with
slightly awkward grins
and an exchange of
presents, ended in
broad, beaming smiles
after a truly immersive
exper ience of the
French language.
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This report on our trip to Paris cannot end without a
mention of Mrs Sheila Jackson. Mrs Jackson has been
on countless Paris trips as a P7 class teacher and has
led the last 8, including this one. She retired in June of
2016. Without her dedication to the trip it could not
have continued as long as it did and I know that all
the hundreds of pupils whose eyes and hearts have
been opened to the city of Paris would want to thank
her for her hard work, dedication and enthusiasm.

S1 Raasay 2016
A total of 93 S1 pupils made their way to Raasay at the end of May. We had great weather and everyone
enjoyed all of the activities which included kayaking, climbing, abseiling, island exploring, sailing and this year
for the first time, pier jumping.
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S2 London

It was 7:15.The city began to wake with workmen getting
ready in their suits and boots, hotels preparing beds and
restaurants prepping for customers. The City of London;
survivor of The Great Fire, The Black Death, World War
One and Two, but now the citizens of London would
face their ultimate test. It was the day of the S2 trip! In
just under eleven hours, ninety-five eager students would
arrive en masse. However, first the pupils would have to
face the 411.8 mile journey starting against a backdrop of
many complaints about the ridiculously early departure
time and lack of sleep, but finishing with two full buses
of vultures hungry for culture.
On arrival we were herded into the restaurant. The
place awash with noise like it was last period on a Friday
and nobody could concentrate. That was until the food
arrived. It was like somebody had just turned the whole
room to mute, interrupted only by the sound of munching
as the ravenous creatures devoured the cheesy pizza.
Once every last crumb was eaten and every last glass
emptied, our excitable group left to see the Queen’s
house itself. If the high fence and red suited guards with
their black fluffy hats hadn’t been there, then I would
have feared for the state of the palace! However, I’m sure
the Queen would have been delighted to meet all 96
members of S2 2016; the school’s undoubtedly best year,
(honestly, I’m not being biased, even if I am in that year).
A lot of selfies were taken that day but all that mattered
now was that our group were leaving to go to the hotel
so we could try and get enough sleep for the busy week
ahead.
The early morning kicked off to a magical start as S2
travelled to the Making of Harry Potter Tour. It started
with waiting in a queue to enter and although the lines may
have been boring it did nothing to darken the excitable
atmosphere. The tour consisted of walking around the
sets and looking at all the designs,
costumes and props used in the
films. Before heading to Platform
9¾, our group stopped and tried
some of the famous ‘Butterbeer’:
a fizzy orange sugary liquid with a
foamy white top (honestly, it really
was delicious!)
That afternoon our group got
in touch with our artistic side as
we visited The National Gallery
followed by a relaxing cruise down
the River Thames. This offered a
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unique view of the riverside, featuring The Shard and
The Gherkin (which admittedly does sound a bit like an
American café).
Speaking of America, it was soon dinner time and we
headed to Planet Hollywood. We had just star ted
devouring our burgers when the diners (an assortment
of American tourists, 90ish terrified pupils and 7 vey
regretful teachers) witnessed something which made
everyone, some more than others, question their very
existence. As The Spice Girls’ ‘Wannabe’ began to blare
across the airways we were ‘treated’ to an impromptu, yet
word perfect complete with coordinated dance moves,
performance in the middle of the restaurant by some of
our pupils. Some things can never be unseen! After the
‘interesting’ performance the teachers looked relieved
to announce that it was time to go back to the hotel
before an encore could be performed.To our delight, the
restaurant seemed genuine in extending their invitation
to us all to return next summer.
It was the last day (and almost the end of my story
which I’m sure you’re very upset to hear.) The group
went back in time, or as close to going back in time as is
currently possible, when we visited The Globe Theatre.
The very same theatre that Shakespeare’s plays were
first performed in, the very same theatre that burned
down, wait a minute, no, actually it was a reconstruction
and a building that hosts contemporary performances
of Shakespeare’s plays and is also a bit like a museum
devoted to Shakespeare. (Fun fact, in Elizabethan times
there was no/limited spelling so Shakespeare’s name was
spelt very inconsistently.)
After The Globe, we visited the ‘Tate Modern’: an art
gallery devoted to modern art and sculptures. It’s very
interesting to see what passes for ‘art’ these days was the
general consensus of our group.

That afternoon we went to Pineapple Dance Studio and
although Louis Spence wasn’t there, we had the option
of learning how to do stage combat or a Note by Note
workshop attended by some of the cast members of hit
stage musical Matilda. Both were very enjoyable to take
part in and I’m sure very amusing to watch!
Following a quick pit stop at Ruby Blue to have dinner, we
hurried eagerly to ‘Matilda the Musical’ which was a truly
magical performance and had everybody up on their feet

by the end. We left the theatre on a high because of all
we had seen. It was an extremely tired and happy group
that dragged itself onto the bus for the journey back to
the hotel for a good night’s sleep before the next day’s
trip back to Glasgow.
As the bus left, abuzz with tales of all we had seen, the
City of London let out a huge sigh of relief. Amazingly the
city had survived. Well most of it anyway…
Zahra Kasem

S3 Lockerbie Manor
S3 travelled to the beautiful Lockerbie Manor to spend a week team-building and experiencing some actionpacked activities. The trip provided an excellent opportunity for pupils to expand their social circles and
take part in activities that they would not normally experience, such as kayaking, rock climbing, and archery.
The highlight for many of the pupils was, however, the expedition and overnight camp. The pupils spent a
day hiking through the hills surrounding the town of Moffat, learning about the history of the area and taking
advantage of the spectacular views provided by the 500-foot deep hollow known as the Devil’s Beef Tub.
Pupils then set up camp before spending the night under the stars.
The pupils were also able to show off their artistic flare by using the stunning surroundings of Lockerbie
Manor to create sculptures based on the work by Andy Goldsmith. Everyone thoroughly enjoyed the trip
and returned to Jordanhill with a number of new skills and an increased enthusiasm for the outdoors!
“I learnt that camping is
actually fun! Such a good
trip, I would definitely go
back.”
“ A b s o l u t e l y l ov e d i t ,
everything including the
activities were so much
fun!”
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Vera Elizabeth @ 100
I am happy to tell you that my aunt,Vera McLauchlan, celebrated her 100th Birthday on 11th August which
may make her the school’s oldest former pupil.
Vera started at Jordanhill on 15th April 1924 and left on 1st September 1931. Her memory is not what it
was, but until recently she remembered the school with great fondness.
My father John Smith McLauchlan, also attended the school, leaving at the age of 14 as my grandmother
was a war widow. (John attended from September 1924 until March 1930.)
I myself went into the primary school in 1946, but left in 1949 on moving to Ayrshire. I rejoined in 1958
to complete my 6th year.
Alistair McLauchlan
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Diamond Anniversary Reunion 1956-1969

A reunion event has been organised to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the start of this year group’s
education. All those who attended in this year group are invited to attend a Reunion Afternoon tea
and drinks reception on Thursday 10th November 2016, from 2pm-5pm at :The Sports Bar, above Café Source Too,
Hillhead /Jordanhill Sports Club, 32 Hughenden Rd, Glasgow G12 9XP
COST £15pp.
If you are interested in attending please contact Lynda Barclay (formally Passway) by email to:lyndabarclay@hotmail.com.

Class of 1967 Reunion
A reunion event is currently being planned for September 2017 for anyone who would have been
in 6th year at Jordanhill School in 1966-67, but may have left earlier (Dates of Birth November 1948
– October 1949 approximately).
If you would like to meet your former classmates 50 years on to celebrate this special occasion, please
contact Arlene Simpson (now Mrs Brown) by email to arlene.b.brown@gmail.com

Class of 1976-1977 Reunion
An informal reunion drinks reception and buffet is taking place in Jordanhill School on Friday 18
November 2016 for the Class of 1976-1977, from 6.30pm until 9.30pm.
If you left in this year group and are interested in attending please contact Dr Garry Dickson by email
to garryd_scot@yahoo.co.uk

Further information on the forthcoming reunion events will be displayed on
the Alumni section of the School website
http://www.jordanhill.glasgow.sch.uk/school/alumni
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